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I. Background 
In practice, it is not common that things will break and designed functions will fail, it 
is just a matter of time. Most people who use computers regularly have encountered a 
failure, either in the form of a software crash, disk failure, power loss, or bus error. In 
some instances these failures are no more than annoyances; in others they result in 
significant losses. [1] Thus, this leads us to design an ideal system that would be 
reliable and never fail. Though this seems impossible in real life, we could implement 
a system that rather than completely failing, can still continue to operate to make sure 
the system is safe. That is, we could design a system that can tolerate failure.[2] 
There are many reasons for systems to fail. It is possible that the system may have 
been specified erroneously, causing an incorrect design. In addition, the system may 
contain a fault that shows up only under certain conditions that haven’t been tested 
yet. Environment problem is also a reason. Last but not the least, aging components 
may stop working suddenly. Visualizing and understanding random failures caused by 
aging hardware is easy. However, it is much more difficult to understand how failures 
happen due to design flaws, poor testing, operator errors and incorrect specifications. 
And in practice a combination of these conditions lead to failure. 
The	  design	  of	   fault-tolerant system describes a computer system or component that, 
when a component fails, immediately a backup component or procedure can take its 
place with no loss of service. Software and hardware can provide fault tolerance 
respectively, or sometimes a combination of both of them. 
We could use redundancy to achieve fault tolerance design. In terms of hardware 
level, fault tolerance is achieved by duplexing hardware component. Using multiple, 
identical replicas of hardware modules and a voter mechanism, modular redundancy 
could be realized. The function of voter is to compare all the outputs from the replicas 
and decides the correct output by using majority vote, for example. The machine 
continues to function as normal when faulty component is determined and then taken 
out. It is a general technique to tolerate most hardware faults in a minority of the 
hardware modules using modular redundancy.  
In this project, initially we have a single simpleht server. If the server has a power 
failure for example, the whole system is crashed and this will lead to whole system 
loss. Thus we think about designing a fault tolerant system, put data of file system 
into several identical data servers and use a mediator to compare and return the right 
output value to client, dealing with crashed server and corrupted data. 
 
 
 



II. Implementation 
In this project, we use a mediator, a meta server and several data servers to implement 

the fault tolerant system. The system structure is shown in figure 1 below：  

 
Figure 1 Project Structure 

 

A. File System 
We use remote-tree.py as the initial frame of our file system. In remote_tree.py, all 
data (“meta”, “list_nodes” and “data”) share the same “put” and “get” functions. In 
our project, we are required to have a metaserver to store “meta” and “list_nodes” 
information and dataservers to store only “data” information. So we modified “get” 
and “put” functions and write four functions instead to store information separately. 
We have “dataget” and “dataput” functions to put and retrieve data information, and 
“put” and “get” function to put and retrieve meta information. As shown in figure 2 
and figure 3 below, we create our filesystem.py. 

 
Figure 2 Meta Put method in file system 



 

 
Figure 3 Dataput method in file system 

 
To be consistent with the functions in mediator.py (since we use “metaput” and 
“metaget” functions), we use “metaput” and “metaget” functions inside “put” and 
“get” functions as shown in figure 2 above. 
 

B. Mediator  
The mediator functions for forwarding data information to several data servers as well 
as compare and retrieve the correct value to client. Mediator.py is modified based on 
simpleht.py while we add several modules to talk about. 
 
B.1 Global parameters definition 
First we declare several global variables so we can use them in other functions. Qr 
and Qw are parameters that determine the minimum number of servers that need to 
reply to a read request and write request, “metaport” is used to set meta server’s port 
number and “dataport_set” is used to store a list of data server’s port numbers. The 
“TotalPort” variable is a list of all servers’ port numbers including the mediator, and 
we also declare a “BackupPort” list to store a backup servers’ port in case there is a 
server crashed. In our implementation, we allows for several sever crashes at the same 
time, therefore backup port numbers might be run out if there are more than 10 server 
crashes. Available backup ports are updated with the starting of a new server. The 
above variables are shown as below in figure 4. 
 



 
Figure 4 Global parameter definitions 

  
B.2 Main function 
Now we dive into main function. Since we need to start meta server and data servers 
automatically as required, we write commands to a bash file to start metaserver.py 
and simpleht_server.py, which is modified so that the port number is not fixed, 
instead it’s a configurable parameter ready to accept the port number that we define in 
“data_port_set” list. So when the main() function is executed, the python files of 
servers will start automatically, which is the same as we open terminals and write 
commands to start them. The following figure 5 describes how this works.  
There are other ways to start a sever other than using bash command. We will 
introduce those ways later. 

  

 
Figure 5 Main function 

 
  As the figure shows above, after we start meta servers and several data servers, we 
call Test() and start the thread, then we call serve(port) function to execute server 
registered functions as the simpleht.py did before. 
 
B.3 Test port status and port check algorithms 
In our implementation, port number is considered as the representative of a live 
process, which means each server’s port number is binding to its process. 



We define a class named “Test” that uses thread to monitor servers’ ports periodically, 
which implements port check. When a server crashes, its process is closed with the 
corresponding port number. In order to monitor whether a server works properly, we 
just need to check whether its port number exists or not. Typically, we use “netstat - 
tpln” command in terminal to check the process ID and port number, thus we are 
thinking about using commands module in python to execute “netstat -tpln” to extract 
the servers’ port number. We first define a “portCheck” list to store the servers’ port 
number, next in a while loop when “runstatus” is true, we use “commands. 
getoutputstat()” function to execute the netstat command, then we find the 
corresponding item ending in “python” , finally we extract port number and add them 
into the “portCheck” list. The following figure 6 shows how this works. 
A noteworthy point in running our project is that since we need to find port number of 
server corresponding to “python” file before we run the mediator.py, we have to clean 
all python files with port number in the system. 
 

 
Figure 6 Test thread method 

 
If a server crashes, the corresponding port number is gone, and we need a mechanism 
to restart a server. To check this, we compare the “portCheck” and “TotalPort” lists 
and find the difference set. If the difference set is none, it means no server crashes and 
port check will continue after 3 seconds, if any changes are made to port, we have to 
find the dead port number and remove it both from “portCheck” and “TotalPort” list. 
In the meanwhile, we write commands to bash file to restart a simpleht_server.py and 
allocate a new port number from “BackupPort” list to the new server, as well as 
remove the port number from “BackupPort” list. After 5 seconds, we continue to 
check port numbers again. Since there is time elapse for a new python file to start, we 
have to set 5 seconds sleep before next port check. Otherwise, port check thread will 
find the same difference before the new sever starts. 
 
In this project, only one server will crash according to requirement, but we also deal 
with crash of multiple servers. Every time a server crashes, a new server with new 
port number will restart, until backup port numbers are all used, we will print, “No 
space port number is available”. The code shows below illustrate it. 



 
Figure 7 Port Check Algorithms 

B.4 Read request selection algorithm 
 
Since meta server is assumed to be never crashed as required, there is no modification 
in “metaput” and “metaget” functions, so here we just talk about how data is put and 
retrieve from servers in “dataput” and “dataget” functions. 
There is not much modification in “dataput” function, we first check whether the 
“data_port_set” is empty or not. If empty, we will print “No data server available for 
write request”. Otherwise, we use rpc.put to write data in several dataservers. As 
shown in figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8 Dataput Method 

 
In “dataget” function, we randomly select “Qr” data servers to read data. Data are 
retrieved from all data servers and put into a list named “getBinaryResult”, which 
means that what we get from “rpc.get(key)” is binary value. Binary value can not be 
compared, so we use another list named “getValResult” to store the actual value if 
there is value in “rpc.get(key)”. 
 
The mediator then finds the majority value retrieved from all data servers and sends it 
to client. We use “Counter(getValResult)” to compute the frequency of each value 
and assign it to variable “countResult”, then we find the majority value using 
“countResult.mostcommon()”, we get this value and find its index in the list 
“getValResult”, then we use this index to get the corresponding value in 



“getBinaryResult” and returned. The code is shown in following figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9 Read request selection algorithm 

 
 

C. Data Server 
In this project, we need to deal with data corruption and server crash. In our design of 
data server, we implement the required 3 functions as follows.  
 
C.1 List content function 
The function “list_contents()” returns a list of keys corresponding to values stored on 
the data server. We print the key-value pair in the server terminal and return it to the 
client end, shown in figure 10 below. 

 
Figure 10 List content funciton 

C.2 Terminate function 
The method “terminate()” is used to stop the server. In our implementation, we use 
“os.system” to execute system commands, to kill the server process. The code is 
shown in Figure 11 below. 

 
Figure 11 Terminate funciton 



 
 
C.3 Corrupt function 
The method “corrupt(key)” returns the corrupted value. This method is used to 
corrupt the value corresponding to the key in the data-server. In our implementation, 
we first convert the key into binary value, and then we produce a random number 
between 100 and 1000000 as the corrupted value. Since “self.data[key]” is a tuple 
element and it is immutable, if we want to add the corrupted value into it, we first 
have to put the “self.data[key]” into a list and add the corrupted value into the list, 
then covert the list to tuple element again. In our implementation, we return both the 
correct value and corrupted value in order to compare explicitly. The following 
figure11 shows the code. 
 

 
Figure 11 Corrupt function 

III. Testing Mechanism 
A. Start Servers 
We first start mediator.py, here we choose Qr = 3, Qw = 5, and we type meta server’s 
port number and five data servers’ port numbers, the two lists shown below are total 
existing port list and assigned data server port list , as shown in figure12. 

 
Figure 12 Start Server 



Then we start FileSystem.py, and use “netstat -tpln” commands to see that all servers 
start and is waiting for connections, as shown in figure 13 below. 

 
Figure 13 Listening on the port  

  
B. Test list_contents function   
We write a test2.py file to start list_contents method in server. In the terminal of 
bottom left corner, we get into fusemount directory and use “mkdir” command to 
build a folder named “a”, then we start test2.py in bottom right corner, we can see 
contents corresponding to “a”. Then we build a file named “hello.txt” in directory a, 
run test2.py again, we can see contents of the txt file both from terminals of test2.py 
and mediator.py, as shown in figure 14. 



Figure 14 Test project functionality and list content function 
 

C. Test corrupt (key) function 
We write a test1.py file which connects to port number 51333. To start corrupt (key) 
method in data server, we start a new terminal to run test1.py, since we print both 
correct value and corrupted value in order to compare explicitly, we can see that in 
the terminal of test1.py in top right corner, a random number “68833” is retrieved as a 
corrupted value. In the terminal of mediator.py in left top corner, correct value of 
“/a/hello.txt” is retrieved, to see clearly, we print data value that is corrupted “68833” 
as well, as shown in figure 15. 

 



 
Figure 15 Corrupt function 

 
D. Test terminate () function 
We write a test.py file corresponding to port number 51333. In order to compare, we 
use “netstat” command to show the port numbers of server before and after starting 
terminate method. To start terminate() method in data server, we start test.py in a new 
terminal, after that, we run “netstat” again to see the change of port numbers. In the 
figure16 below, we can see that port number “51333” is replaced by the first backup 
port number “60000”. That means server with port number “51333” is terminated and 
a new server with port “60000” restarts. 
 

 

   
Figure 16 Terminate function 

 
E. Test status of replacement server 
When server with port number 51333 is terminated and a new server with port 6000 
restarts, (as shown in figure 17 below in the top right corner and bottom right corner.) 
we need to check whether the new server starts from a blank state as required, that is, 
without any file data.  
In the terminal in top left corner, we start test2.py to see the contents of the newly 
start server with port 60000. We can see that only a null list is retrieved. That means 
server with port 60000 starts from a blank state. We then get into fusemount directory 
and use “mkdir” command to build a directory named “b”, run test2.py again, and this 
time we can see there is content corresponding to “b” is retrieved. That means the 
latest information will be put into a restart server. 



 
Figure 17 Test status of replacement server 

 
E. Test Write Request 
The following figure 18 shows how data is written to Qw data servers(In this case, 
Qw equals five). We can see from figure in top left corner that, the data information is 
put into five data servers respectively, denoted by “dataput send” corresponding to 
certain port. 

 
 

Figure 18 Test Write Request 
   
 
 



F. Test Read Request 
In order to test read request, we use commands “touch” to build a file named c.txt, 
write some text in it and read from it, to see how the read process works. As is shown 
in figure in the top left figure, we first randomly select Qr read data servers (In this 
case, Qr equals 3), we can see they are servers with port number 51237, 51236, 51333. 
Then we get values from all the three servers, compute the frequency of each value 
and retrieve the most common value. In this case, all the values from data servers are 
the same, so we just return the first value of data server. 
 

 
Figure 19 Test Read Request 

 
G. General test based on standard test.py 
In this test, we used the standard test file provided by our TA, namely unitest.py. We 
add listing content, corrupting data and terminate 1 server in this file. In order to test 
for all possible cases, I choose random data server that is register currently to test 
these three functions. Selecting a random port number can be done in the same way as 
in B3. The three functions has been introduced before. So all we need is to use RPC to 
call these functions and show the result. Since we use kill process method to stop a 
server, we need to implement a thread method to delay the kill process before client 
RPC can receive a return value. Thus we changed terminate function a little as shown 
in Figure 20 below. Result is shown in Figure 21. 



 
Figure 20 Terminate Function 

 
Figure 21 Standard Test  

IV. Evaluation Mechanism 
We evaluate our system in two aspects, both in functionality and performance.  
As for functionality aspect, we use the test file in homework3 to test whether our 
system can achieve the 6 tests listed in the file and the time spent to pass all the tests. 
We also compare the run time with the system with one single client and one single 
server as we did before. 
In terms of performance aspect, we would compare performance of different 
approaches. In our system, for example, using bash file to start servers compared to 
using threads. 
 
 
 



V. Evaluation 
  To test the functionality of our system using unitest.py, we first start mediator.py, 
then run the file system, and start unitest.py next to see how our system works. As 
shown in figure 22 below, we can see our system pass all the six tests of file 
system(such as read file, write file, remove file, etc.) And the total execution time is 
2.480s. 

 
Figure 22  

  Then we run the system with one single server and single client as before, we can 
see from figure in top right corner that the total execution time is 1.090s, ss shown in 
figure 23. 
 



 
Figure 23 

 
We can see from the two figures above that execution time of a system with one 
single client and one single server is nearly half of the time of our fault tolerant 
system. The reason is we have several replicas of data servers instead of one, so 
putting data in all these servers cost more time. In addition, our fault tolerant system 
has to deal with server crash and data corruption, so the mediator has to compare all 
the values the data servers retrieve and return the correct one, meanwhile, the 
mediator is responsible for restarting a new server in case a server crash. These 
procedures all cost more time than the simple system we did before. 
Thus we can conclude that a fault tolerant system will be more reliable than a single 
client-server system. But it has to sacrifice execution time as trade-off. 
 
In terms of performance aspect, we compare two different approaches to start servers. 
We use both bash file and threads to achieve that, and compare the performance of the 
two approaches. Running threads is more efficient, while using bash is similar to 
write commands in terminal and will take more time. 
 

VI. Potential Issues 
In our design, there are following features: 
i) There is one single client, one mediator, one meta server and several data 

servers. The mediator is responsible for forwarding data to data servers, as 
well as compare and retrieve the correct value of data servers. 

ii) We separate “put” and “get” functions of “meta” and “data” in file system, 
which simplifies the job of mediator, it receive “meta” and “data” information 



separately and forwards them to meta server and data servers respectively. 
iii) We write bash file in mediator to start servers automatically.   
iv) The mediator monitors port numbers of servers periodically, when it finds 

there is port number gone, which means server crashes, immediately it will 
restart a new server and put latest the information into it. Our system can also 
deal with multiple servers crash. 

v) The mediator also acts as a comparator of all the values data servers retrieve. 
We calculate the frequency of each value and finds the most common one as 
the correct value. Since we assume there is only one data server corruption in 
this project, the mediator can always retrieve the correct value. 

vi) When client sends read request, we randomly pick Qr read data servers, which 
is more flexible and similar to practical system. 

vii) On the data server side, we use commands module to kill a server process, just 
like open a terminal and write kill command, which is much simpler than most 
terminate methods online. 

  However, there are also some issues in this design, the system we build is sort of 
ideal. There may exist following problems: 
i) In this project we assume the meta server never crashes, which is impractical       

in life. If the meta server stop working, there will also be huge loss of data. 
Dealing with the crash of meta server is more complicated. 

ii) The way we return the correct value of data server to client is to compare and 
return the most common value. In this project, this is feasible since we assume 
there is only one data server corruption. However, in real life, there could be 
several corrupted data servers, so retrieving the most common value would 
still be wrong result in case that the frequency of correct value and wrong 
value is the same or the wrong result is the most common one. 

iii) In this project, we use bash file to start servers, if we use threads instead, the 
system will work faster. Since what we use needs to call “os.system” function, 
which is similar to write commands in terminal, this will lead to system run 
relatively slower. 
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VIII. Appendix 
In our project, we use port number to distinguish data server and meta server, 
therefore our code files includes Filesystem.py, mediator.py, simpleht_server.py and 
unitest.py. For any user, you just need to run python	   mediator.py	   <Qr>	   <Qw>	  
<meta_port>	  <data_port1>....<data_portN>	   first and then run python	  FileSystem.py	  



<mount-‐point	  >.	  If you want to test, modify the corresponding path in unitest.py and 
then run it.  

 

 


